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Choosing Justice

2023-07-28

this book presents an entirely new answer to the question what is fair in their radical approach to ethics frohlich
and oppenheimer argue that much of the empirical methodology of the natural sciences should be applied to the
ethical questions of fairness and justice

University of California Publications in Philosophy

1960

battaglia departs from the beaten paths of ethical theory by proposing that morality is social in nature and that
moral maxims and values are the result of interactive processes philosophy

University of California Publications in Philosophy

1936

naturalizing ethics has been a problematic philosophic enterprise the author attempts a synoptic reconciliation of
the sciences with a naturalized conception of morality beginning with a quinean refutation of the naturalistic
fallacy and the open question argument we can improve our understanding of the nature of moral theory and its
place in moral judgment by treating morality as a natural phenomenon subject to constraints from and ultimately
reduced to the cognitive and biological sciences treating morality as a mafter of proper biological function
partially fixed by our evolutionary history and with an emphasis on skillful action in the world know how sheds
light on the underlying native connectionist architecture of moral cognition the author discusses practical
implications regarding the nature and form of our collective character development institutions and our methods
for moral reasoning that arise from this approach reaffirming deweyian and aristotelian points about the
importance of sociability friendship and liberal democratic forms of social organization for human flourishing

Ethics as Social Conscience

2007

ethics and the limits of philosophyis widely acknowledged to be bernard williams most important book and a
contemporary classic of moral philosophy delivering a sustained critique of moral theory from kant onward
williams reorients ethical theory towards truth truthfulness and the meaning of an individual life he explores and
reflects on the thorniest problems in contemporary philosophy and offers new ideas about central issues such as
relativism objectivity and the possibility of ethical knowledge this edition includes a new commentary on the text
by a w moore st hugh s college oxford by the time of his death in 2003 bernard williams was one of the greatest
philosophers of his generation he taught at the universities of cambridge berkeley and oxford he is the author of
morality utilitarianism for andagainst descartes the project of pure enquiry and truth and truthfulness

Value and Obligation

1964

unprecedented advances in medicine genetic engineering and demographic forecasting raise new questions that strain
the categories and assumptions of traditional ethical theories heyd s approach resolves many paradoxes in
intergenerational justice while offering a major test case for the profound problems of the limits of ethics and the
nature of value this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california
press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a
backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using
print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1992

Natural Ethical Facts

2001

works righteousness is the first full length study of the place of practice in ethical theory it is a critique of the
idealism of dominant approaches an analysis of alternative models in which practice plays a more significant role
and an argument for taking practice seriously both in broad questions about ethical theory and in concrete case
studies the book s main argument is that what people actually do should be central to ethical theory rather than
assuming that pre established moral ideas guide action ethicists should acknowledge and explore the ways that
practices generate values and the mutual shaping between ideas and actions this argument challenges dominant
philosophical and religious theories that assume that ideas are what really matter
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Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy

2006

as commonly understood professional ethics consists of shared duties and episodic dilemmas the responsibilities
incumbent on all members of specific professions joined together with the dilemmas that arise when these
responsibilities conflict martin challenges this consensus paradigm as he rethinks professional ethics to include
personal commitments and ideals of which many are not mandatory using specific examples from a wide range of
professions including medicine law high school teaching journalism engineering and ministry he explores how personal
commitments motivate guide and give meaning to work

Genethics

2023-04-28

ethics in public administration provides public administrators with a theoretical knowledge of ethical principles
and a practical framework for applying them sheeran reviews the place of ethics in philosophy links it to political
and administrative theory and practice and analyzes the ethical theories and concepts from which ethical principles
are derived before delving into ethics as part of philosophy sheeran provides the reader with a brief overview of
philosophy and its principal subjects including ontology epistemology and psychology he offers several definitions
of ethics and discusses both the objectivist absolutist and interpretivist situation ethics perspectives sheeran
focuses on the subject matter of ethics human actions and their morality exploring natural law man made law and
conscience as sources for determining the morality of human action in later chapters he applies his discussion of
ethics to such controversial policy issues as suicide murder abortion sterilization capital punishment war lying
and strikes recommended for graduate and upper division undergraduate courses in public administration public
policy management and administrative behavior

Works Righteousness

2020

the first book ever to integrate business ethics with financial economics finance ethics shows how ethical behavior
fits within the rational profit maximizing finance paradigm dobson argues that even in economic terms the finance
paradigm has a serious flaw it views the firm and financial markets in general as contractual nexuses yet it fails
to supply any adequate mechanisms for enforcing those contractual relations finance ethics is therefore not just
a moral critique of the finance paradigm arguing that self interested profit making must be constrained by ethics
rather it is a critique from within that paradigm in which truth becomes a rational mechanism to enforce contracts
and virtuous behavior is shown to make the most business sense

Great Traditions in Ethics

1984

excerpt from is conscience an emotion three lectures on recent ethical theories these lectures were delivered as the
west lectures in the leland stanford junior univer sity california in october 1913 about the publisher forgotten
books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally
reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged copy in rare
cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to
preserve the state of such historical works

Meaningful Work

2000-03-16

imagination and ethical ideals is an interdisciplinary work which investigates some of the links between moral
philosophy and moral psychology with implications for both personal ethics and social philosophy tierney begins
with the argument that the widespread fascination with moral principles has led moral philosophers into a dead end
which is revealed both by their inability to deal with the problem of relativism and by the felt irrelevancy of moral
philosophy to the lives that people are actually striving to lead he then offers an alternative account of the
nature of ethical thought grounded in a theory of imaginative ethical ideals a psychological framework for ideals
is then developed using the results of contemporary psychoanalysis and psychology particularly the self
psychology of heinz kohut

Ethics in Public Administration

1993-04-30

in the last five decades ethical theory has been preoccupied by a turn to reasons the vocabulary of reasons has
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become a common currency not only in ethics but in epistemology action theory and many related areas it is now
common for example to see central theses such as evidentialism in epistemology and egalitarianism in political
philosophy formulated in terms of reasons and some have even claimed that the vocabulary of reasons is so useful
precisely because reasons have analytical and explanatory priority over other normative concepts that reasons
in that sense come first reasons first systematically explores both the benefits and burdens of the hypothesis that
reasons do indeed come first in normative theory against the conjecture that theorizing in both ethics and
epistemology can only be hampered by neglect of the other bringing two decades of work on reasons in both ethics
and epistemology to bear mark schroeder argues that some of the most important challenges to the idea that
reasons could come first are themselves the source of some of the most obstinate puzzles in epistemology about
how perceptual experience could provide evidence about the world and about what can make evidence sufficient to
justify belief schroeder shows that along with moral worth one of the very best cases for the fundamental
explanatory power of reasons in normative theory actually comes from knowledge

The Treatment of Personality by Locke, Berkeley and Hume

1911

a timely overview of ethics emphasizing applications to biomedical researchers health providers and administrators
there are no simple rules to guide ethical conduct in daily practice health professionals must have a basic
understanding of several topics including ethical theories ethical scandals laws regulations and institutional
policies and public perceptions this book can be used for self study for classroom instruction and as a refresher
and update by practicing health professionals the chapters have learning objectives focused content a summary of
important points a quiz and a list of key references although the book is arranged in a logical order each chapter
may be studied independently

Finance Ethics

1997

in this book bernard williams delivers a sustained indictment of moral theory from kant onward his goal is nothing
less than to reorient ethics toward the individual he deals with the most thorny questions in contemporary
philosophy and offers new ideas about issues such as relativism objectivity and the possibility of ethical
knowledge

Is Conscience an Emotion

2018-03-15

this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission
to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to
1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand
technology this title was originally published in 1979

Imagination and Ethical Ideals

1994-08-04

in the past fifteen years there has been a virtual explosion of anthropological literature arguing that morality
should be considered central to human practice out of this explosion new and invigorating conversations have
emerged between anthropologists and philosophers moral engines exploring the ethical drives in human life includes
essays from some of the foremost voices in the anthropology of morality offering unique interdisciplinary
conversations between anthropologists and philosophers about the moral engines of ethical life addressing the
question what propels humans to act in light of ethical ideals

Reasons First

2021-06-24

prominent experts from science and the humanities explore issues in robot ethics that range from sex to war robots
today serve in many roles from entertainer to educator to executioner as robotics technology advances ethical
concerns become more pressing should robots be programmed to follow a code of ethics if this is even possible are
there risks in forming emotional bonds with robots how might society and ethics change with robotics this volume
is the first book to bring together prominent scholars and experts from both science and the humanities to explore
these and other questions in this emerging field starting with an overview of the issues and relevant ethical
theories the topics flow naturally from the possibility of programming robot ethics to the ethical use of military
robots in war to legal and policy questions including liability and privacy concerns the contributors then turn
to human robot emotional relationships examining the ethical implications of robots as sexual partners caregivers
and servants finally they explore the possibility that robots whether biological computational hybrids or pure
machines should be given rights or moral consideration ethics is often slow to catch up with technological
developments this authoritative and accessible volume fills a gap in both scholarly literature and policy
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discussion offering an impressive collection of expert analyses of the most crucial topics in this increasingly
important field

Core Ethics for Health Professionals

2017-08-10

with this introductory text steve wilkens takes a fresh friendly approach to understanding and evaluating
various ethical systems beginning each chapter with a bumper sticker slogan if it feels good do it god said it i
believe it that settles it when in rome he then moves on to examine the complex questions conclusions and
assumptions that lie at its heart wilkens acquaints students with the vast array of classic and contemporary
approaches to ethics cultural relativism emotivism behaviourism hedonism ethical egoism atheistic existentialism
utilitarianism categorical imperative hierarchicalism situation ethics theistic existentialism theological
voluntarism and natural law ethics for each system his thorough introduction explores its popular bumper
sticker expression its core assumptions and basic elements the questions that give rise to it and its strengths and
weaknesses students professors and general readers will welcome wilkens s engaging text which simultaneously
offers a well rounded assessment of ethical systems and shows the relevance and prevalence of ethical ideas in
daily life original edition

Ethics and the Limits of Philosophy

1985

long hailed for skilled editing that enables students new to ethical theory to explore many seminal and complex
primary sources that contribute to the canon of ethical theory great traditions in ethics has become the standard
historical anthology for introducing ethical theory combining informative chapter introductions that provide
biographical historical and theoretical contexts well placed comments inserted within the readings and ample but
not overwhelming reading selections this anthology will constructively challenge students to critically engage
the most crucial ideas thinkers and readings in the history of ethical theory

Max Weber's Vision of History

2021-01-08

ethics introduced readings in moral philosophy in an anthology that provides students with foundational
knowledge in moral philosophy by exposing them to a variety of classical and contemporary readings in ethical
theory and application the anthology is divided into four parts in part 1 students learn about meta ethics and
question the status of moral truths through selections by nietzsche ruth benedict and smith in part 2 the question
of what we should value most is addressed through readings on hedonism aristotelian virtue ethics confucianism
and buddhism part 3 focuses on normative ethics diving into theories such as egoism divine command theory
utilitarianism kantianism care ethics and more part 4 rounds out the anthology by helping students think through
moral problems and contemporary controversies readings in this section address death and dying abortion war
treatment of animals and the environment and the nature of moral obligations to people in need throughout the
text each reading is supported by an introduction study questions and suggestions for further reading and
exploration to inspire critical thinking and additional analysis ethics introduced is ideal for introductory ethics
courses and can also be used in comparative religion philosophy and humanities courses dennis arjo earned his b a in
philosophy from the university of california santa cruz m a in philosophy from university of colorado and ph d in
philosophy from the university of california santa barbara he is a professor of philosophy at johnson county
community college where he teaches introduction to philosophy ethics ancient philosophy and asian philosophy
omar conrad earned his b a in sociology his m a in sociology and his m a in philosophy from the university of kansas
he is a professor of philosophy at johnson county community college where he teaches introduction to philosophy
ethics logic and critical thinking and philosophy of religion dawn gale earned her b a in philosophy and psychology
from the university of wisconsin madison her graduate certificate in women and gender studies and her m a in
philosophy from the university of kansas she is a professor of philosophy at johnson county community college
where she teaches introduction to philosophy ethics environmental ethics and logic and critical thinking

Moral Engines

2017-10-01

this volume is the result of a conference sponsored by the medical alumni association of the university of
california davis and held in sacramento california in january 2000 the purpose of this conference was to examine
the impact ofvarious health care structures on the ability of health care professionals to practice in an
ethically acceptable manner one of the ground assumptions made is that ethical practice in medicine and its related
fields is difficult in a setting that pays only lip service to ethical principles the limits of ethical possibility are
created by the system within which health care professionals must practice when for example ethical practice
necessitates as it generally does that health care professionals spend sufficient time to come to know and
understand their patients goals and values but the system mandates that only a short time be spent with each
patient ethical practice is made virtually impossible one of our chief frustrations in teaching health care ethics at
medical colleges is that we essentially teach students to do something they are most likely to find impossible to
do that is get to know and appreciate their patients goals and values there are other ways in which systems alter
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ethical possibilities in a system in which patients have a different physician outside the hospital than they will
inside ethical problems have a different shape than if the treating physician is the same person

Robot Ethics

2014-01-10

the ethics of hooking up casual sex and moral philosophy on campus provides a systematic moral analysis of
hooking up or sexual activity between people who barely know each other frequently while intoxicated and with
little or no verbal interaction it explores the moral quandaries resulting from this potent combination of sex
alcohol near anonymity and limited communication focusing in particular on issues involving consent and respect
after delineating common practices involving casual sex on college campuses and exploring the difficulty of
reaching mutual consent author james rocha argues that respect kindness sensitivity and honest communication are
also necessary conditions for morally permissible casual sex key features provides a rare systematic examination
of the ethics of the hook up practice which is the dominant mating practice for young people today analyzes the
moral concepts of consent and respect in the context of hooking up which provides significant moral challenges
that highlight how we should obtain consent and show respect to one another argues for a moral paradigm shift
in how young people hook up emphasizing ways to avoid unintentionally committing grave moral wrongs situates
the philosophy of casual sex in real life hook up practice enabling us to rethink overly abstracted moral views on
casual sex

Naturalism and Deontology

1975

discourse ethics represents an exciting new development in neo kantian moral theory william rehg offers an
insightful introduction to its complex theorization by its major proponent j�rgen habermas and demonstrates how
discourse ethics allows one to overcome the principal criticisms that have been leveled against neo kantianism
addressing both commun itarian critics who argue that universalist conceptions of justice sever moral deliberation
from community traditions and feminist advocates of the ethics of care who stress the moral significance of caring
for other individuals rehg shows that discourse ethics combines impartiality with solidarity he provides the first
systematic reconstruction of habermas s theory and explores its relationship to the work of such contemporary
philosophers as charles taylor his book articulates a bold alternative to the split between the right and the
good in moral theory and will greatly interest philosophers social and legal scholars and political theorists

University of California Publications

1969

what kinds of persons do we aspire to be and how do our aspirations fit with our ideas of rationality in agent
centered morality george harris argues that most of us aspire to a certain sort of integrity we wish to be
respectful of and sympathetic to others and to be loving parents friends and members of our communities against a
prevailing kantian consensus harris offers an aristotelian view of the problems presented by practical reason
problems of integrating all our concerns into a coherent meaningful life in a way that preserves our integrity the
task of solving these problems is the integration test systematically addressing the work of major kantian
thinkers harris shows that even the most advanced contemporary versions of the kantian view fail to integrate
all of the values that correspond to what we call a moral life by demonstrating how the meaning of life and
practical reason are internally related he constructs from aristotle s thought a conceptual scheme that
successfully integrates all the characteristics that make a life meaningful without jeopardizing the place of any
harris s elucidation of this approach is a major contribution to debates on human agency practical reason and
morality

Beyond Bumper Sticker Ethics

2009-09-20

kantian commitments comprises ten essays that represent a series of efforts to rethink many of the fundamentals of
kant s ethics and to draw out some implications for moral theory and practice the essays of part one revisit and
revise central pieces of kant s moral framework offering a new understanding of the formulas of the categorical
imperative revisiting the idea of exceptions to duties and sharpening the contrast between the value commitments of
kantian theory and other deontologies especially recent contractualisms the working hypothesis is to take
seriously the idea that the formulas of the categorical imperative frame an account of moral reasoning with
standards of validity and soundness that enable moral judgment to explicate the connection between our rational
natures and our duties part two takes on some less central but important topics which are informed by the
arguments of part one the rationale for kant s moralized view of history the implications of a kantian view of
morality for social pluralism the fit of kant s conception of moral psychology with affect centered theories of
human development the motivation behind kant s argument for indirect duties to animals and the place of the idea of
the highest good in a morally good life the overall aim of the essays is to explore core kantian commitments
through a program of inquiry that peels away assumptions often brought to kant s texts that introduce
questions their arguments were not meant to answer removing these obstacles clarifies the ambition and scale of
kantian theory
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Great Traditions in Ethics

2005

most contemporary efforts in philosophy treat metaphysics and ethics as isolated arenas of thought critical
analytical exploration of a multitude of ethical theories emanating from historically diverse philosophical and
theological traditions demonstrates that a consistent and comprehensive ethic depends upon a solid metaphysical
foundation building upon a metaphysical scheme first explicated in the other perennial philosophy a metaphysical
dialectic alan m laibelman elaborates on a syncretistic ethical system incorporating elements from many cross
cultural sources and also develops an extensive theory of consciousness inclusive of both transcendental and
existential components

Ethics Introduced: Readings in Moral Philosophy

2018-07-17

the relationship between science and ethics has been subject to much debate this volume demonstrates the mutually
beneficial relationship that can take place between ethics and science it presents work that utilises the tools of
science broadly conceptualised to elucidate ethical issues showing that careful scientific analysis of ethical
issues can reveal new insights this is supplemented by conversations with the authors some of them pre eminent
scientists addressing issues of ethics including two nobel laureates to learn how they came to the study of ethics
and ask how they conceptualise and think about ethical issues science ethics and politics provides substantive
insight into particular ethical issues ranging from issues of torture during war to parents obligations to children
this book is designed as a complement to traditional texts on ethics and should appeal to students of ethics as
well as to the general public

Changing Health Care Systems from Ethical, Economic, and Cross Cultural
Perspectives

2007-05-08

in the moral habitat barbara herman offers a new and systematic interpretation of kant s moral and political
philosophy the study begins with an investigation of some understudied imperfect duties which surprisingly tell us
some important but generally unnoticed facts about what it is to be a moral agent the second part of the book
launches a substantial reinterpretation of kant s ethics as a system of duties juridical and ethical perfect and
imperfect that can incorporate what we learn from imperfect duties and do much more this system of duties provides
the structure for what herman calls a moral habitat a made environment created by and for free and equal persons
living together it is a dynamic system with duties from different spheres shaping and being affected by each other
each level further interpreting its core anti subordination value in the final part herman takes up some implications
and applications of this moral habitat idea from considering what would be involved morally in recognizing a
human right to housing to some meta ethical issues about objectivity and our responsibility for moral change we
come to appreciate the resources of this holistic agent centered kantian view of morality

The Ethics of Hooking Up

2019-10-25

noddings delves deeper into the study of care ethics an area she pioneered and emerges with new sure to be
controversial ideas on gender differences moral development and caring anyone interested in these topics will want
to read this book michael slote author of the ethics of care and empathy noddings presents us with a unique and
provocative way to look at basic moral caring this work from one of america s most prominent intellectual
figures is sure to change how we understand ethical and moral evolution jean watson university of colorado
denver

Insight and Solidarity

2023-04-28

albert schweitzer philosopher physician nobel peace laureate theologian and musician developed a character
oriented ethics focused on self realization nature centered spirituality and moral idealism which anticipated the
current renaissance of virtue ethics schweitzer s idea of reverence for life underscores the contribution of moral
ideals to self realization connects ethics to spirituality without religious dogma and outlines a pioneering
environmental ethics that bridges the gap between valuing life in its unity and valuing individual organisms in this
book mike w martin interprets schweitzer s reverence for life as an umbrella virtue drawing together all the more
specific virtues in particular authenticity love compassion gratitude justice and peace loving each of which martin
discusses in an individual chapter martin s treatment of his subject is sympathetic yet critical and for the first time
clearly places schweitzer s environmental ethics within the wider framework of his ethical theory
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University of California Publications in Philosophy

1904

University of California Publications in Philosophy

1909

Agent-Centered Morality

2023-04-28

Kantian Commitments

2022-02-24

Going Against the Flow

2004

Science, Ethics, and Politics

2015-11-17

University of California Publications in Philosophy

1942

The Moral Habitat

2021-10-21

The Maternal Factor

2010

Albert Schweitzer's Reverence for Life

2016-03-23
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